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INTRODUCTION

Tomotherapy HiArt II (Tomotherapy Inc., Madison, WI, USA) is an intensity-modulated (IMRT) and image-guided (IGRT) radiotherapy modality. Usually megavolt (MV) images are acquired and registered with the planning kilovolt (kV) images to ensure correct patient positioning according to the kV-planning setup (Yadav et al., 2010). Along with its use for image guidance, MV images can also be used to verify the delivered dose based on the patient anatomy of the day. At the point when anatomical changes are available, a portion recalculation can be performed to evaluate the degree of the portion deviation contrasted with the first arranging portion. In principle, this data could be consolidated in versatile radiotherapy systems to adjust for dosimetric errors brought about by anatomical changes amid treatment (Barateau et al., 2015; Woodford et al., 2007). In order to use CT images (kV or MV) for dose calculation, a conversion table of image gray value to densities has to be created. The conversion table is also called the ‘image value-to-density table’ (IVDT) and is recorded using designated tissue characterization phantoms on the imaging modalities (Yadav et al., 2010). For a dose calculation algorithm that takes tissue in homogeneities into account, such as superposition convolution used by tomotherapy. It is very useful to establish the IVDT accurately (Cozzi et al., 1998). As a rule, treatment plan portions are determined dependent on kVCT-gained images. The quality of the kVCT images is observed and continued at the radiology division utilizing built up rules and quality confirmation protocols. Nonetheless, so as to adjust medicines, understanding images should be gained over the span of treatment to evaluate the anatomical circumstance and portion appropriation. The motivation behind this work is to test the consistency of the tomotherapy MV imaging abilities so as to figure portion, in view of the obtained images (Yadav et al., 2010). At the rationale of composing, no reasonable rules or quality affirmation conventions exist to keep up a steady imaging yield for the online-obtained MV images.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tomotherapy MVCT imaging: Tomotherapy MV images are obtained utilizing a xenon gas-filled imaging locator exhibit, mounted on the ring gantry inverse to the radiation source (Keller et al., 2002).
The radiation source has a nominal energy of 5.7 MV in treatment mode and will be detuned for the imaging mode which results in better imaging characteristics (Meeks et al 2005). Figure 1 shows Gammex phantom setup on machine bore. Three available imaging modes can be chosen on the administrator station: coarse, ordinary and fine. These imaging modes are classified by a pitch factor of, individually, 3, 2 and 1, and forwards recreated images with a transverse cut separately at, 6, 4 and 2 mm respectively (Jiang et al 2007, Song et al 2012, Chapman et al., 2015). Machine sinogram is shown in Figure 2. For this examination images were procured utilizing the ordinary imaging mode. No institutionalized imaging shaft qualities or bar profiles are accessible.

**Figure 1. GMMA phantom with multiple density plugs on treatment modality bore**

**Figure 2. MV sonogram with overlapping blur due to target degradation over time**

**The Creation of an IVDT:** For the computation of retained portion in the patient, in view of CT information, thickness data is expected to measure the shaft weakening along its way. An adjusted connection between the dark estimations of the CT images (kV or MV) and the thickness data is ordinarily settled utilizing a tissue portrayal phantom. The phantom used in this study is the Gammex TomoPhant (Gammex, Middleton, WI, USA) with 12 calibrated density rods ranging from 0.3 g cm\(^{-3}\) (Lung, LN-300) to 1.82 g cm\(^{-3}\). The density rods were evenly distributed over the phantom holes and the same arrangement was used for all the acquisitions and such a pluggable phantom helps in adjusting the anatomical variations (Yadav et al., 2010). To begin with, the tissue portrayal phantom was imaged with kVCT (Siemens SOMATOM Emotion 16, Erlangen, Germany) with the imaging protocol utilized in clinical practice (Yu et al., 2015). Second, the mean dim estimation of the individual thickness plugs was gotten from the procured images. The IVDT can be finished across the mean dimensional estimation of the individual plugs with the real arranged physical densities. The IVDTs are sustained to the arranging station, and the fitting table, contingent upon the utilized imaging protocol, must be chosen when beginning a treatment plan.

**Reference with a solid water phantom:** Analysis was started from scratch, the Gammex TomoPhant was imaged on the kVCT scanner (Siemens SOMATOM Emotion 16, Erlangen, Germany) with solid water and tissue characterization rods to create, respectively, a new kVCT-based treatment plan using solid water and the most up-to-date IVDT. The treatment plan consisted of a 132-cc target volume in the middle of the phantom, and no organs at risk were defined. A field width of 30 mm and a pitch of 0.254 was used to optimize the treatment plan with a prescribed dose of 20 Gy on a normal calculation grid. The prescribed dose was fractionated into ten fractions resulting in a beam-on time of 146 sec per fraction. Once approved, the treatment plan can be accessed from the workstation station to scan MVCT images. Total phantom image and its position with focus on isocenter of the machine to avoid image set overlap are used (Jursinic et al., 2010). The phantom with the tissue characterization rods was imaged using the normal imaging mode on tomotherapy to create the IVDTs (Yadav et al., 2010). Images were exported to OsiriX for the extraction of the ROI data of the density rods. IVDTs were created and transferred unto the tomotherapy planning station for the dose calculation in PA module. The formation of a check plan with portion determined on MVCT images begins with the determination of the ideal IVDT, MV scan set and treatment plan sinogram. Inflexible image enrollment between the kV and MV images must be performed to guarantee that the treatment is conveyed by the kV treatment plan (Yadav et al., 2010). After the enlistment, the image position is spared, and the portion estimation can be performed. Langen et al have appeared, in the wake of going for a thorough method to make IVDTs, a phenomenal understanding (under 0.35%) can be achieved when contrasting MVCT determined portion and kVCT-determined portion, utilizing unbending phantoms.

**Scan variations:** The yield of the machine is checked utilizing portion chambers, yet no portion rate control servo is available in the framework to tune the yield progressively. In this way, the portion chamber yield is kept inside specs by applying portion check levels for the treatment bar.
The Greetings Workmanship portion checking will end a treatment methodology if the pillar yield is outside a ±4% window for 12 seconds or outside a ±40% window for 2 seconds. Plot of phantom density with radiation source is shown in Figure 3 and normalized dose is shown in Figure 4. This does exclude yield varieties because of gantry revolution. The movement of the shaft yield because of gantry turn is added to the portion checking window up to ±2% of the normal pillar yield. For the imaging beam, however, only an upper reference is set to make sure that the imaging dose to the patient will be limited. When applying the same levels for the imaging beam as for the treatment beam, the system will terminate the imaging procedure regularly because the lower dose checking window level will be reached. This was an indication that the imaging beam output was not stable within a range of ±4%. Variations to the dose-chamber counts during imaging were recorded for each imaging procedure during several months (Yadav et al., 2010).

**RESULTS**

**Reference with a solid water phantom:** IVDT, observed originally, was tested for MV images acquired during 3 weeks at random intervals after performing an airscan. All dose readings were obtained from the DVH, and the mean dose (DS0) was tracked. Results show that a maximum discrepancy between the kV-planned dose and the verification doses of 2% using solid water density only. MV verification doses were much less than the planned dose, meaning that the phantom material has been synchronized by the IVDT into denser material than the original. The difference increases overtime, basically due to deterioration in electron density (Yadav et al., 2010). System component wear, for example target degradation, seems unlikely because of the short time span of the subsequent image acquisitions and no component replacements or specific machine instabilities occurred during this short period of acquisitions (Yadav et al., 2010). When using the same IVDT(A) for images acquired after a few months, discrepancies become even more substantial. Differences of nearly 4% between the planned dose and verification dose was observed when using an IVDT recorded several months before the MV image acquisition due to target degradation. Based on previous results, it seems that the drift increases after a few months, but images acquired 1 week later show a small drift. The dose difference between the planned dose and verification dose has now been reduced from nearly 3% to 1%. This event indicates that the system is liable to ‘certain’ fluctuations and that this influences the MV images that are used for dose calculation (Yadav et al., 2010). At the time of the acquisition of image set, a new IVDT(B) was established as well. Subsequently, the dose of image set B was recalculated using the new IVDT(B) and the older IVDT(A) recorded during first acquisition a few months prior. Dose penumbra can be seen in Figure 5. Comparison of both IVDTs shows that the CT values for solid water are increased on the new IVDT(B) compared to the old IVDT(A). The same CT values will result in a lower density for dose calculation when using the new IVDT, yielding to a higher dose on the target volume. The difference between the planned dose and verification dose decreases to approximately 2% opposed to the 4% difference when using the prior IVDT(A).

**Scan Variations:** To analyze the icon beam output variations for 3 days, we fetched the detector file from the system after imaging of each patient. The detector file records the imaging
detector signals and dose chamber counts, during the image acquisition, at a frequency of 72 Hz. An in-house developed Matlab script was written to extract the dose chamber data from the detector file (dose chamber 1, closest to the linac). In total 41 patients were imaged during 2 days with an average imaging time of 173 seconds with a minimum and maximum imaging time of, respectively, 114 seconds and 313 seconds. The results of the reference test with a solidness water supply phantom show that the irradiation calculation is liable to certain fluctuation probably caused by the outturn of the imaging electron beam. The recorded dose chamber rotational variation during the acquisitions varied between 6% and 8%, while the average dose-chamber count varied up to 12% between acquisitions.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

As per the existing literature it is possible to recompute dose with a precision that is similar to that of computed dose using KVCT images (Langen et al., 2005). When using solid water phantom only, disagreement of at least 1% were found in our study when recalculating dose based on MV image sets using updated IVDT. Same IVDT when used for separate scan sets acquired for 05 months period, larger variant was observed. There was no vogue (up or down) of the magnitude of discrepancies which implicated that the tomography scheme is liable to short -full term fluctuation (Yartsev et al., 2007).

Form narrow perspective, the imaging shaft of beam outturn for 2 days showed that imaging output fluctuation of 12% occurred, but the main cause of imaging beam output fluctuations remains target degradation (Yadav et al., 2010). Reduced machine output can have several causes: target degradation, magnetron aging, impedance mismatch, AFC tuning, etc. Staton et al. (2009) have shown that, on a long term, a decrease in beam energy can occur near the end of the target lifetime due to target degradation. As the radiation and imaging source is identical, it can be expected that target degradation will also have an influence on the imaging beam output and energy. At the end, more information is needed about the imaging beam adjustments, detuning of the linac for imaging and the influence of ambient parameters on the imaging detector. The establishment of designated quality assurance protocols should be initiated. The stability of the system, in terms of tomography turnout is susceptible to fluctuations and will affect the dosage calculation (Yadav et al., 2010).

Unstable imaging beam output will influence both the conception of IVDTs and the CT values in the acquired scans. When icon beam attenuation parameters are going to be used for dose recalculation, an IVDT acquired together with the image set is needed. This implies that the tissue characterization phantom has to be scan after performing an airs can and prior to the accomplishment of the image set that is to be used for dose calculation. Treatment adaptation in clinical praxis where daily persona is acquired to reminder or alter the dose delivery will become a comprehensive process this way. Stability of HU is an important factor considered in the treatment plan verification and accurate delivery in IGRT. This should be verified periodically with reference dose to the phantom and to validate image guidance scan variations should be measured.
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